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MULTI-TONGUE AND GROOVING CUTTER SET BORE 30MM

€896,69 (excl. VAT)

This set consists as standard of four cutter heads in light alloy and steel, equipped with carbide knives
(HW). Thanks to the different cutters, this set allows you to easily make pen and groove connections with

different finishes. Possibility to extend the set with two additional cutter heads on request. The cutters
vary in diameter between 122mm and 138mm. For more technical information, see the technical data

sheet. Thanks to the tungsten carbide blades, this grooving cutter cuts effortlessly through solid boards or
solid woods. Also suitable for MDF.

Download the info sheet below

SKU: ST-YS113AZM
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This set consists as standard of four cutter heads in light alloy and steel, equipped with carbide knives (HW).
Thanks to the different cutters, this set allows you to easily make pen and groove connections with different

finishes. Possibility to extend the set with two additional cutter heads on request. The cutters vary in diameter
between 122mm and 138mm. For more technical information, see the technical data sheet. Thanks to the

tungsten carbide blades, this grooving cutter cuts effortlessly through solid boards or solid woods. Also suitable
for MDF.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

For spindle moulder machines
Pen and grooving cutters

Different profiles available
Multiple combinations available

Hard and soft wood
For MDF

DESCRIPTION

This set consists as standard of four cutter heads in light alloy and steel, equipped with carbide knives (HW).
Thanks to the different cutters, this set allows you to easily make pen and groove connections with different

finishes. Possibility to extend the set with two additional cutter heads on request. The cutters vary in diameter
between 122mm and 138mm. For more technical information, see the technical data sheet. Thanks to the

tungsten carbide blades, this grooving cutter cuts effortlessly through solid boards or solid woods. Also suitable
for MDF.

No video available for this product!
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